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Abstract: Landslides, debris avalanches and debris flows are common mass wasting phenomena in moun-
tain slopes. Debris flows can increase their volume and destructive potential by scouring undermining banks,
thereby bringing morphological changes. Construction of lateral shear walls as embankments is a way of
mitigation. In natural debris flows, solid and fluid evolve dynamically differently and show different inter-
action with obstacles. So, we employ a general two-phase mass flow model (Pudasaini, 2012) consisting of a
set of highly non-linear and hyperbolic-parabolic PDEs for mass and momentum balances for both downslope
and cross-slope directions. Besides buoyancy, the model includes the dominant physical aspects of the flow:
virtual mass force, generalized drag and non-Newtonian viscous stress. Our numerical experiments show
that the solid is more obstructed than the fluid when a debris flow passes over a system of converging lateral
shear walls resulting in different flow-dynamics, wall-interactions and run out morphology of the phases.
Narrower the slit, more is the obstruction. Solid component is more obstructed than the fluid, resulting in
a phase-separation. The obstruction is related with the contraction ratio due to the converging shear walls.
These computations and the observations increase our understanding of the flow dynamics and interactions
with the lateral shear walls. The results may be extended further to achieve some engineering solutions to
hazard mitigation in debris-flow prone zones.

Keywords: Debris flows, Two-phase mass flows, Converging lateral shear walls, Contraction ratio, Flow
obstruction

1 Introduction

Landslides, debris flows, rock falls and flash floods are common gravitational mass movements, those occur
in mountainous areas. A debris flow is the downslope movement of water saturated loose mass of sediments
flow in response to gravity [15, 19, 34, 37]. The debris flow triggering process may involve cloudburst,
long period of rainfall, extensive snow- and ice-melt, and dam failure and lake outburst [43]. A debris
flow, generally has a huge momentum, significant energy and a much longer run out, resulting in more
destructive power than other gravitational mass flows. This is due to the rapid motion, and especially
the interactions between the mechanically strong solid material with water. A debris flow not only brings
morphological changes in the inundation area, but also claims human lives and devastates civil structures
[9, 14, 15, 23, 27, 29, 37, 38]. Appropriate control and protective measures can reduce such losses [31].

The control measures of debris flow may be of active or passive types. Passive measures attempt to reduce
the potential loss from avalanches, landslides and debris flow by land use planning, hazard zoning or
by warning and evacuation. But, active mitigation measures attempt to decrease discharge and run off,
decrease vertical and lateral erosion, and sometimes deflect and redirect the flow [3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 18, 31,
41]. Debris flow protective measures may include engineering structures constructed in the flow path for
diversion, retention, drainage or passing through purpose, mainly for controlling the water and sediments
[11, 43]. Structural defence structures are widely used countermeasures for controlling sediments and fluid
in floods and debris flows. The structures may include single or multiple units like rigid and flexible barriers,
levees, braking mounds, catching or deflecting dams, shear walls, spillways and baffles [11, 12, 40].

The lateral sides of a channelized debris flow are generally exposed to erosion. To retain the stability
against the lateral erosion, construction of shear walls is a type of mitigation measure. Converging lateral
shear walls provide additional effects of diverting the lateral energy of the debris flow downstream, along
with the dosing, i.e., the temporary and partial retention of the sediments. By adjusting the location and
the size of the opening of the constriction, a reliable hydraulic control can be achieved . This is a type of
control to fix a relationship between the depth and discharge in its vicinity so as to reduce the excessive
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energy [11, 43]. Lateral shear walls are generally massive masonry structures made of concrete, rocks and
steel because they have to withstand huge dynamic impact forces of the surging debris of a large, and highly
mobile mass. The location, size and the strength of the defence structure depend upon the parameters of
the debris flow, e.g., the slope and slope orientation, topography, anticipated volume of the debris flows,
their type and velocity, and the nature of the object or the area to be protected [7, 18, 31]. The dynamic
response of masonry structures for the solid and fluid phases of a debris flow largely depend upon the
parameters of the debris flow and the masonry structure itself (height, length, width and slope) [26].

Debris flows evolve in a complicated manner. So, a single rheological equation may not be sufficient enough
to describe them. Various rheological models were proposed in the past being based on single-phase models,
e.g., viscoplastic continuum or Bingham model [15, 19, 37]. Iverson [15], Iverson and Denlinger, [16] and
Pudasaini et al. [34] treated debris flows as effectively a single-phase model, Pitman and Le [27] proposed
two-fluid model whereas Fernandez-Nieto et al. [9] considered two-layered model for the study of debris
flows. Pudasaini [29] proposed a comprehensive theory and simulation technique [30, 32] that turned out
to be a major advancement in modelling and simulation of two-phase debris flow. The model includes
buoyancy and strong interactions between the phases. Three other dominant physical aspects of flow:
enhanced non-Newtonian viscous stress induced by gradient of solid volume fraction, virtual mass force
and generalized drag were also incorporated in the model. So, we use this general model to simulate the
interaction of two-phase debris flow with lateral shear walls.

Being based on the general two-phase mass flow model of Pudasaini [29] and the simulation techniques,
various simulations of two-phase debris flows in geometrically three-dimensional generic subaerial slope
[21, 23], and submarine debris flows [20, 30] have been carried out. Mergili et al. [24] presented more
simulations for real mountain topographies. Obstacle interactions are also found to be discussed for granular
flows [10, 31, 35, 42], or for a debris bulk without considering two separate phases [5, 28, 44]. The evolution
and the dynamic behaviour of the solid- and the fluid-phases in natural debris flows are different [27, 29].
Due to different material properties and rheologies, the phases may interact with the obstacles differently
[22]. However, almost all the studies related with debris flow past obstacles concern single-phase debris
flows [5, 8]. Kattel et al. [22] analyzed in details of the separate phase and the combined interaction
of debris mixture with tetrahedral obstacles of different orientation, spacing and numbers to study the
geometric contributions to phase-separation and compute the dynamic impact pressure. Our present study
focuses on the separate interactions of two-phase debris flows with obstacles providing lateral confinements
to the flow. As an example of a shear wall in the debris flow path, Fig. 1 is a photograph of a 9 m long

Figure 1: Shear wall in the Illgraben debris flow, Switzerland (Source: Wendeler, 2016 [43])

shear wall aligned at 20◦ to the flow followed by the flow-parallel part of the wall. The three rows of six
geophones installed on the surface provide information on the velocity profile and the forces of a debris
flow when it passes along it.
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Although dynamical aspects including the momentum loss, energy dissipation, and energy transfer from
the lateral to longitudinal directions are very important quantitative aspects of study in the interaction
of the flow with lateral converging shear walls, here, we especially focus on the geometrical aspects of
interactions, mainly the evolution of solid and fluid flow depths in the vicinity of the walls, the deflections,
and the obstruction of the solid phase due to different contractions. The key objective of the study is to
characterize the effects of obstruction of the debris mass due to the interaction with the converging lateral
walls and the contraction in the flow in order to add on information on risk mitigation.

2 The Model Equations

We consider the general two phase mass flow model [29] that can describe evolutions, dynamics and different
interactions of solid and fluid phases, and the debris bulk as a whole with obstacles. In a two-phase debris
flow model, for the solid phase, its material density ρs, internal friction angle φ, basal friction angle δ, an
anisotropic stress distribution, and the lateral earth pressure coefficients Kx and Ky are important; whereas
for the fluid phase, material density ρf , viscosity ηf and an isotropic stress distribution are included to
characterize it. The subscripts s and f denote the solid and fluid phases, respectively. The model integration
computes the flow depth h, volume fraction of the solid αs (or the fluid αf = 1− αs), the depth-averaged
velocity components for fluid uf = (uf , vf ) and for solid us = (us, vs) in the downslope and the cross-slope
directions respectively. The model employed for the simulations consists of the following mass (1)-(2), and
momentum balances for solid (3)-(4) and fluid (5)-(6) in the x- and y-directions respectively [29].
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where the pressures are given by

βxs
= εKxpbs , βys

= εKypbs , βxf
= βyf

= εpbf , pbf = −gz, pbs = (1− γ)pbf .

The source terms are (Pudasaini, 2012):
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In (1)-(11), x, y and z refer to the coordinates along the downslope, the cross-slope and the direction per-
pendicular to the flow surface respectively, and gx, gy and gz are the respective components of acceleration
due to gravity. ε = H/L is the aspect ratio of the typical extent to the depth of the flow. µ = tan δ is the
basal friction coefficient. CDG is the generalized drag coefficient; J = 1 or 2 represents linear (laminar-type)
or quadratic (turbulent-type) drag. UT is the terminal velocity of a particle. P, which takes values within
0 and 1, is an interpolation parameter to combine the solid-like (G) and fluid-like (F) drag contributions to
flow resistance. pbf and pbs are the effective fluid and solid pressures. γ is the ratio of the density of the fluid
phase to that of the solid phase, C is the virtual mass coefficient, M is a function of the particle Reynolds
number (Rep), χ includes vertical shearing of fluid velocity, and ξ takes into account different distributions
of αs. A = A(αf ) is the mobility of the fluid at the interface. NR is a quasi-Reynolds number, and NRA ,
a mobility-Reynolds number associated with the classical Newtonian and enhanced non-Newtonian fluid
viscous stresses respectively. The basal and obstacle topography z = b(x, y), along with the aforementioned
material parameters, and initial and boundary conditions (see, Section 3) are given as model inputs so that
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the equations (1)-(6) yield the outputs as debris flow depth h, volume fraction of the fluid αf (or solid
αs) or equivalently, solid- and fluid-phase depths (hs = αsh, hf = αfh) and the depth-averaged velocity
components for solid us and vs, and for fluid uf and vf in the downslope and the cross-slope directions
respectively, as functions of space and time. Mohr-Coulomb plastic rheology for the solid and enhanced
non-Newtonian viscous rheology for the fluid are employed in the model.

3 Simulation Set-up

3.1 Topography, Initial Debris and Lateral Walls

The topography is in the form of a slope surface in the downslope direction from x = x0 = −50 m to
x = xr = 150 m, inclined at an angle ζ0 = 45◦, that follows a horizontal run out zone to x = xf = 450
m. The cross-slope domain ranges from y = −200 m to y = 200 m as shown in Fig. 2. In the flow,
the obstruction and the redirection are given by two converging lateral shear walls in gray at [50,±100]
m × [100,±ỹ] m, where ỹ varies to give different contractions and convergences to the flow. The initial

Figure 2: Initial set up for the simulation of debris flow past lateral converging shear walls

deformable debris mass in brown is kept as a triangular wedge 0 m ≤ x ≤ 50 m, −15 m ≤ y ≤ 15 m that
contains a homogeneous mixture of solid (75%) and fluid (25%). Simulations are carried out by releasing
the debris mass that flows down a channel interacting with the non-deformable converging lateral walls
so that the guided flow reaches the horizontal run-out zone. The flow obstruction due to lateral walls
are implemented in the model by the local height changes in the basal topography [29, 42]. As the flow
impacts and interacts with the walls, the gradients of the walls

(
∂b/∂x, ∂b/∂y

)
act as redirecting force,

which transfers the lateral momentum of the flow towards downstream, during the interaction.

3.2 Parameter Choice and Numerical Method

The common non-dimensional parameters chosen for the simulation results presented here are: φ = 35◦,
δ = 15◦, UT = 1.0, Rep = 1, χ = 3, ξ = 5, P = 0.45, J = 1 , C = 0.4, NR = 30, 000, and NRA = 1, 000.
The solid and fluid densities are ρs = 2800 Kg/m3 and ρf = 1100 Kg/m3, respectively. Gravitational
mass flows may possess large deformations and abrupt changes in flow dynamical variables due to the
rapid motion and potential interaction with obstacles. Here, we capture such complicated evolving and
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interacting behaviour of debris flow by employing high-resolution Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Non-
Oscillatory Central (NOC) schemes to numerically integrate the model equations (1)-(6). The methods are
efficient even if shocks are produced [17, 24, 25, 31, 36].

4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In the following, we describe the evolution of solid- and fluid-phases and the total debris bulk when the
initial debris mixture is released and flows down the slope. When the flowing debris mass encounters
converging lateral walls of different outlet width, we especially focus on the flow-obstacle-interaction. Here,
we do not present the reference simulation, when the flow is undisturbed. The details can be found in
Kattel et al. [22].

4.1 Bilateral Contraction with Outlet Width of 32 m

In this numerical experiment (Fig. 3), the debris flow encounters a set of two converging lateral solid walls
that gives a moderate bilateral contraction to the flow. When the debris mass is released at t = 0 s, it
advects (moves downslope) and disperses (spreads cross-slope). The flowing mass begins to interact with
the walls at t = 2 s. At t = 3 s, the debris front begins to exit out of the opening. At t = 5 s, due to
the lateral obstruction in the flow, the maxima of solid, fluid and the total debris mixture are found to
be localized in the vicinity of the walls. Since the walls are high enough (H = 25 m), the flow cannot
overrun the top of the walls. Due to topographic gradients and pressure, a large portion of the elevated
mass descends down; more mass exits out (t = 7 s). As the walls obstruct more solid than fluid, more fluid
mass exits out. At t = 9 s, the exited fluid mass moves more downslope and disperses more cross-slope than
solid. Even at t = 11 s, a considerable amount of solid mass is still observed in the vicinity of the walls,
whereas the entire fluid already exits out of the walls. The main fluid body is wider and less elongated than
the solid body. Solid and fluid, thus, show different flow dynamics, and obstacle-interactions. As almost
all the fluid mass exits out of the walls and has shown the run out morphology, we stop the simulation at
t = 11s.

The converging lateral walls and the outlet opening together give a funneling effect to the flow. Flowing
debris mass on passing through the gate is found to be contracted. The maximum contraction takes place
at a section, called vena contracta, just downstream of the gate. It is also the section, where the velocity
of the flowing debris mass attains its maximum, beyond which the flow decelerates and diverges, showing
run out morphology [6]. At t = 9 s, the vena contracta for fluid is much wider than that for solid.

4.2 Bilateral Contraction with Outlet Width of 2 m

Next, we present the other numerical experiment in Fig. 4, where the lateral walls give more convergence to
the flow with the outlet opening of width 2 m. Until t = 3 s, the flow evolutions for solid, fluid and the total
debris mass are similar to those in Fig. 3. From t = 3 s, more obstruction in the flow is observed. From
t = 3 s to t = 5 s, the depth of the solid, fluid and the total debris bulk are increased in the vicinity of the
lateral walls as the walls momentarily hold maximum of the debris material, providing more obstruction
to the flow. This results in more elevation of the debris mass on the walls than in Fig. 3, and the dosing
is more pronounced. As the pressure is developed due to accumulation and the elevating momentum is
ceased, the walls can not hold the debris mass further. After t = 5 s, when more debris material exit out of
the opening, the depth slowly begins to decrease. At t = 7 s, the relative maxima for solid, fluid and total
debris bulk lie in the vicinity of the walls. The substantial holding of solid mass by the walls continues
even until t = 11 s, but the relative maximum for fluid lies in the run out zone. This shows a substantial
phase-separation in the debris flow [33] due to the topographic gradients and the narrower outlet due to
the walls. On observing the panels for t = 11 s, due to this phase-separation, the debris body consists of
mechanically weaker fluid-rich debris head in the run out zone, which is followed by mechanically stronger
solid-rich tail entrapped in the vicinity of the walls. Changing geometry of debris tail is due to the narrower
outlet opening. The more obstruction due to the narrower outlet is intuitively clear. Something which is
counter intuitive is the run out distance, which should have substantially shortened due to this obstruction.
However, more pressurized release of the flow counterbalances the expected shortening in run out distance.
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A. Solid-phase depth B. Fluid-phase depth C. Debris mixture depth[m] [m] [m]

=⇒ =⇒ =⇒

t=0 s

t=2 s

t=3 s

t=5 s

t=7 s

t=9 s

t=11 s

1

Figure 3: Bilateral contraction with outlet width of 32 m: Evolution of A. Solid phase, B. Fluid
phase, C. Total debris mixture and the interaction with lateral shear walls as an initial homogeneous debris
mixture of solid and fluid is released and moves downslope. Due to the obstruction, a part of the debris
mass elevates the wall and descends down, producing oblique shocks. More solid is obstructed than fluid.
The arrows in the top panels indicate the flow direction. The blue dashed line in each panel indicates the
transition from the inclined plane to the horizontal run out.
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A. Solid-phase depth B. Fluid-phase depth C. Debris mixture depth[m] [m] [m]

=⇒ =⇒ =⇒

t=0 s

t=2 s

t=3 s

t=5 s

t=7 s

t=9 s

t=11 s

1

Figure 4: Bilateral contraction with outlet width of 2 m: Evolution of A. Solid phase, B. Fluid
phase, C. Total debris mixture and the interaction with lateral shear walls as an initial homogeneous debris
mixture of solid and fluid is released and moves down a slope. Due to the narrower converging outlet, the
debris mixture is more elevated and obstructed than in Fig. 3. Solid obstruction is more than the fluid.
The arrows in the top panels indicate the flow direction. The blue dashed line in each panel indicates the
transition from the inclined plane to the horizontal run out.
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I II [m]

k∞ = 0

Figure 5: I: Inlet and outlet openings, and contraction ratio. II: Evolution of solid-phase for undisturbed
flow at t = 5 s

.

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we observed that such converging lateral walls provide the obstruction in the flow by
holding the flowing mass. The obstruction is more pronounced when the outlet width decreases. Moreover,
the walls provide more obstruction to the solid component of the debris material than the fluid component.
So, in the next section, we study the relation of solid obstruction with different contraction ratios.

4.3 Obstruction of the Solid Component and Contraction Ratio

In the previous two sections, we presented the flow evolutions and the flow-interactions (mainly, the ob-
structions) with lateral walls. The solid obstruction is more pronounced than the fluid and the maximum
obstruction is observed at t = 5 s. So, in what follows, we study the relation between the solid-phase
obstruction with the different outlet opening widths (b). The effective inlet opening width is B = 48 m
for all the wall arrangements, which we consider only when the debris mass just begins to interact with
the walls. For the undisturbed flow, we assume b = B. We consider other cases when the outlet opening

[m] [m]

k32 = 0.33

R32 = 49.1%

k16 = 0.67

R16 = 71.42%

k8 = 0.83

R8 = 100%

k2 = 0.96

R2 = 132.73%

Figure 6: Interaction of solid phase with the lateral walls with different outlet widths, b = 32, 16, 8, 2 m
at t = 5 s.
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widths are b = 32, 16, 8 and 2 m. Then, the contraction ratio for the outlet width b is given by [1, 2]

kb =
B − b
B

. (12)

Then, the contraction ratio for the undisturbed flow (Fig. 5, II) is k∞ = 0.

Figure 6 presents the solid phase flow-wall-interaction at t = 5 s for the different outlet openings (b =
32, 16, 8, 2 m). So, the respective contraction ratios by using (12) are k32 = 0.33, k16 = 0.67, k8 = 0.83
and k2 = 0.96. The colour bars given alongside of each panel show that the solid phase depths increase
alongwith the increasing contraction ratios (i.e., decreasing outlet opening widths). This means that the
obstruction of the solid components of the debris flows due to the walls depends upon the contraction
ratio of the flow due to the outlet openings. We propose that the relative obstruction (in %) of the solid
component in the debris flow is given by

Rb =
hsb − hs∞
hs∞

× 100%, (13)

where hsb is the maximum solid phase depth with the outlet opening width b, and hs∞ is that for the
undisturbed flow at the same instant of time. Using (13), the respective obstructions are found to be
R∞ = 0%, R32 = 49.1%, R16 = 71.42%, R8 = 100%, and R2 = 132.73%. Figure 7 plots the relative
obstruction of the solid component of the debris material versus the contraction ratio. It shows that the
obstruction increases along with the increasing contraction ratio, and more rapidly for higher contraction
ratios.

Here, we mainly focused on the contractions to the flow as given by converging lateral walls in the flow path,
and presented a graphical relation between the obstruction of the solid component and the contraction ra-
tios. Similar relation for fluid-phase obstruction and the total debris mixture obstruction can be computed.
This is the advantage of the two-phase mass flow model and the simulation techniques as employed here.
To derive an empirical relation in this context, more numerical experiments with varied geometrical and
material settings are to be performed and are to be tested with laboratory experiments, which is not within
the scope here.

Figure 7: Relation between the relative obstruction of the solid component and the contraction ratio.
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5 Conclusions

Here, we presented and discussed a couple of basic simulation results for two-phase mass flows on a generic
topography, interacting with lateral converging walls with different outlet openings. Through the numerical
experiments, we observed fundamentally different interacting behaviours and degree of obstructions of
the solid and fluid components with non-deformable lateral walls. To the inlet openings of same width,
contraction ratios for the flow increase with narrowing outlet openings. The obstruction in the flow increases
with the increasing contraction ratios. The two-phase flow out of the narrower exits result in significant
phase separation. As the debris head significantly loses solid material, the flow becomes less hazardous.
Our results can be extended to use in hazard mitigation strategies in debris flow-, and GLOF (glacial
lake outburst flood)-prone areas in mountains and valleys, especially to redirect flows from higher to lower
vulnerable areas.
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